ABSTRACT With the sharp increase of digital data emerging at present, the data in new applications are generated fast. Continuous cumulative data have gradually become massive and difficult to be handled due to limited workspace and limited amount of time. The conventional learning conditional preference networks' algorithm cannot successfully process the data streams. In this paper, we introduce the model of learning CP-nets from preference data streams and formalize the question. Then, an incremental approach is presented through which we can learn the CP-nets with gradually increasing data streams. The proposed method is verified on simulated data and real data, and it is also compared with other works.
NOTATIONS AND DEFINITIONS

CP-net Conditional Preference Network
The number of preference relationship between y 1 and y 2 under x f 3 
The degree of dependence relation of each pair of attributes P(U i , V j )
The support counts of each pair
I. INTRODUCTION
Preference data in real time applications ranging decisions making to recommendation systems in business is generated fast, which perform in form of data stream. A data stream may be seen as a sequence of relational tuples that arrive continuously in variable time [1] . Most of existing work on preference mining has focused on static scenarios in which users have fixed preferences information in a static preference database [2] . However the user preference evolves over time, hence the methods cannot effectively process the data streams such as in financial market, credit card transaction management, and sensor networks due to the potentially infinite volume of data and its evolves over time [3] . Recommender systems [4] , [5] refer to the internet commerce websites (such as Amazon and Jing Dong), which provide the commodity information and advice, helping the user to decide what kind of commodity to buy, and simulating the purchasing process of user with the help of sellers [6] .
The best advantage of the recommender system is that it can collect the materials which the users are interested in and provide the personalized recommendation for users according to the user interest and preference [7] .
In real world applications, user preferences are dynamic naturally, namely the agent could change his mind over time [8] . For instance, the focused news of user on the website is persistent but variable, if we want to recommend news based on users' history data, we have to update users' interests continuously over time. This is because due to the dynamic nature of news, preferences of users would change with time. Consequently, several data stream mining techniques have been proposed to deal with this new data format [1] , [9] .
The most essential issues which make the process of mining over streaming data much more challenging than in a static database are the following two aspects [3] : (1) Data are not stored and are not available whenever needed; each tuple must be accepted as it arrives and once inspected or ignored it is discarded with no possibility to be inspected again; (2) Continuous increasing data has gradually become massive data and is difficult to be handled due to limited space and CPU time.
In this paper, we import conditional preference networks (CP-nets) [10] to handle preference data stream. CP-nets offer a compact qualitative representation of human preferences that operate with ''all else being equal'' or ''Ceteris Paribus'' semantics [11] . We present an incremental approach to learn the preferences of an agent by CP-nets, which are used to represent preferences and are learned online through a series of queries generated by the incremental algorithm. Our experiments exactly demonstrate that our method can learn a CP-net that closely tracks with the original preference for a set of outcome comparison queries [12] .
The problem of learning CP-nets from instance data is known to be various, like acyclic, binary CP-nets (the type we consider here) [13] , and even for separable CP-nets. Due to all kinds of structure of CP-nets, it led to a diversity of proposed methods for learning CP-nets [14] , [15] .
Our work differs in three notable respects. Firstly, our approach can deal with not only scalable cumulative preference data but also ever-increasing preference data. Secondly, we support arbitrary outcome comparisons in our queries, rather than restricting to swap comparisons where outcomes differ in at most one variable. Finally, given a constant bound on the number of attributes, our algorithm can learn a CP-net in polynomial time even with mass of data.
The remainder of our paper is organized as follows: In Section II we introduce related work. In Section III we review the concept of CP-net and preference data streams. In Section IV we give the framework of CP-nets learning with data stream. In Section V we give update processing of CP-nets based on the streaming data and present the according algorithm to learning dynamic CP-nets. In Section VI a series of experiments and discussions is introduced. Finally, we conclude the whole paper with opportunities for future work in Section VII.
II. RELATED WORK
The related work is mainly divided into two categories, one is the data mining study in data stream [3] , [9] , [17] - [21] , and the other is CP-nets model learning [5] , [10] , [11] , [16] , [22] - [27] .
A. MINING AND CLUSTERING IN DATA STREAM
Papini et al. [3] , [17] propose two algorithms for mining contextual preferences from preference data samples in form of streaming format. They allow specifying that some values of a particular attribute were preferable to others in a given context. This method focused on a totally different problem from ours, namely the importance of different attributes rather than dependencies between attributes.
Aggarwal et al. [9] tries to use sub-space projection technique to solve the problem of dimensional disaster. Subsequently, he proposes UMicro algorithm for clustering uncertain data streams [9] . UMicro algorithm extended CF structures into ECF structure, which can describe the uncertain part in data streams. Zuo et al. [18] propose a probability intervention strategy for uncertain data streams, and suggested that hot partitions should be separated and Kolmogorov complexity can be used in text data stream mining.
B. CP-NETS MODEL LEARNING
Researching on CP-nets learning now become another hot topic in artificial intelligence after reasoning and aggregating. The main work can be divided into the following three aspects.
Koriche and Zanuttini [11] propose an active learning algorithm, which identifies a preference ordering with a binary-valued CP-net by guiding user through a sequence of queries. And Dimopoulos et al. [22] propose attributeefficient learning algorithms for which the query complexity is linear in the size of the minimal CP-net that identifies the target concept. Its complexity reaches logarithmic in the total number of attributes.
Mengin and Lang [23] address the problem of learning preference relations over multi-attribute (or combinatorial) domains. They research this question by making hypotheses about the dependence structure between attributes that the preference relations enjoy. The hypothesis they considered is separability [10] ; Then they consider the more general case where the dependence structure takes the form of an acyclic graph.
Liu et al. [24] propose to learn conditional preference network from noisy samples using hypothesis testing. He also proposes a method to learn a preference graph from the inconsistent examples [5] which translates. The problem of learning preference graphs is translated into a 0-1 programming by using the branch and bound search. Our previous method can obtain consistent CP-nets over both binary and multivalued variables from inconsistent examples [16] . However, the methods cannot solve the problem that user preferences may change with the new data.
All of the above work deals with static data information, while there exists seldom research on uniform form of CP-nets model learning from data stream.
In addition to the above work, the research work of Bayesian learning by Papini give some inspirations to this paper. Papini et al. [3] , [17] propose two qualitative methods for mining contextual preferences from a preference stream sample, namely the FPSMining and IncFPSMining algorithms. This work focuses on a particular kind of preferences, the contextual preferences. Preference Models can be specified under either a quantitative or a qualitative. However, it is different from our work problem, that is, existing methods cannot dynamically learn a CP-net over the preference data stream. We aim to learn CP-nets over data stream in an incremental manner.
III. PRELIMINARIES A. CP-NETS
Definition 1 (CP-Net):
A Conditional Preference Network (CP-net) is a graph model G with the sets < V , E >, in which:
-V = {X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X n } is a set of variables makes up the nodes in the network, and E is a set of directed edges connects pairs of nodes.
-Each node has a conditional preference table CPT(X i ) that qualifies the effects of its parents Pa(X i ) on it.
In a CP-net, each Dom(X i ) denotes the finite definition domain of X i . For each attribute X i , the set of parent attributes Pa(X i ) can affect the preferences over the values of X i This defines a dependency graph where each node X i has an edge from each attribute in Pa(X i ).
The graph G of CP-net does not define the structure. It may be either directed acyclic or directed cyclic. Our work mainly focuses on acyclic CP-net.
Example 1: FIGURE 1 illustrates a CP-net that expresses Alice's preferences on dinner. It includes three attributes variables C, W and S, which stand for main courses, wine and soup respectively. C, W and S are all binary values. In this example, c denotes beeves andc denotes fishes, w denotes red wine andw denotes white wine, and s denotes vegetable soup ands denotes egg soup. Previous efforts to tackle the reasoning problems over CP-nets primarily focus on the question of optimality or dominance and do not consider uncertainty [28] . In general, we may leave out some items or treat them as indifference for those uncertain information. Obviously, this manner is not reasonable. Inspired from Bayesian networks, we use probability distributions to express uncertain relationships.
B. PREFERENCE DATA STREAMS
In this section, we define a formal model of streams based on the concept of sliding window: a window that at any point of time contains a historical snapshot of a finite portion of the stream [29] . Generally, there are two types of slidingwindow: time-based and tuple-based. In this work, we only consider using the time-based sliding windows [30] .
A time-based sliding window on a stream S takes a time interval T as a parameter and is specified by following reference to S with [Range T ]. We do not specify syntax or restrictions for time interval T , but we assume it specifies a computable period of application time. Intuitively, a time-based window defines its output relation over time by sliding T continuing time units capturing the latest portion of an ordered stream. More formally, the output relation R of ''S [Range T ]'' is defined as:
Where, s is a certain stream, τ is a certain time interval. Two special cases are T = 0 and T = ∞. We use the terms initial window and unbounded window to refer to these two special windows.
Windows can optionally contain a slide parameter, indicating the granularity that the window slides. The slide parameter is a time interval for time-based windows.
A time-based window over stream S with window size T and slide parameter L is denoted as ' 
The following formula illustrates the use of the slide parameter [31] .
Its output relation is:
The following example illustrates the use of the slide parameter.
Example 2: ''CP-nets [Range 2 Minute Slide 1 Minute]'' in FIGURE 2 denotes a 2-min window over CP-nets that slide at a 1-min granularity. At any point in time the window contains the preference data from the last clock minute. For example, at time instant 60s, the window contains the first second (1-60) of preference data and continues to contain the same bag of tuples until the time instant 120s, when it slides to the next minute (61-120), and so on [17] . With the above mentioned concept, we formalize the preference database with sliding windows. At first, preference database is given in the following.
Definition 2 (Preference Database):
A preference database is expressed with {V , 
. . , X n } is a set of variables, be a preference schema with n attributes,
The sliding window W m denotes that the instants is divided into different data stream with certain range T and slide L length.
The instants can be obtained one whole window with following time. We only show 9 instants in TABLE 1. Suppose T = 3, L = 3, the 9 instants fall into three sliding windows, W 1 = {t 1 , t 2 , t 3 }, W 2 = {t 4 , t 5 , t 6 }, W 3 = {t 7 , t 8 , t 9 }, as shown in TABLE 2.
IV. CP-NETS LEARNING WITH DATA STREAM
Generally, CP-net learning can be divided into two different forms: analysis-based or constraint-based learning [32] and score-based or searching-based learning [3] , [12] . In this paper, we focus on the former.
The analysis-based approach finds a network that can explain the dependent and independent relationships in the data. It is based on the assumption that CP-nets depict conditional dependence relationships among the variables [33] . Hence, the type of approach attempts to construct a CP-net using dependency information obtained from the data [19] . Typically, the existence of a perfect map assumes that there exists a CP-net that expresses all conditional dependence relationships induced by database P [34] , [35] .
In the 
As TABLE 2 shows, with the gradually updating data, the numbers of windows grow immediately. Assuming that we get three sets of data in the sliding window W 1 , then new data is processed in the W 2 .
When the new data at t i arrives, the relationship of the local attributes will affect the structure on some dependence attributes potentially, and other new data independent attributes will not have an impact [36] . The data can be divided into the two categories by the impact of the new data at t i : (a) t i generates new conditional relationship; (b) t i strengthens the existing relationship. Definition 4 (Support Counts): N UV is the support counts of dependent attribute U and V . The attribute U has two values {u,ū} and the attribute V has two values {v,v}. N uv means the number of data that supports (u ū|V = v); Nūv means the number of data that supports (ū u, V = v) and so on.
The processing for the new data stream W m is divided into two steps:
Step 1. Compute the preference information among newly received data in stream W m , and record support counts N UV .
Step 2. According to the search results of step 1, if it generates new conditional relation between U and V , then the data is stored in the preference data store S wi , then update the cumulative preference data store CS wi .
The flow chart of data stream processing is shown in FIGURE 3 .
Next, we illustrate the method of data processing in example 3 by using Example 4. large number of original preference data, which saves running time and memory space effectively.
V. THE ALGORITHM OF LEARNING A DYNAMIC CP-NET
In general, we take all instances in preference database into consideration. However some information may be useless, even may be noise. The data that can be used is called as evidence data. We give two thresholds to eliminate the useless data.
Theorem 1 (Conditional Preference Judgment Theorem):
Let U is the current attribute in preference database P, V is the parent of the current attribute value in the preference database, if exists U ⊆ P, V ∈ P − U , make the following equation
Then U is the conditional preference to V , that is, V is the parent of U . Conversely, U is not conditional preference to V , that is, V is not the parent of U .
Proof:
, whatever the value V takes, the value of the U attribute is comparable. That is, if V is determined as a value of a certain attribute, the value of the attribute of U is comparable. For instance, v : u ū orv :ū u, then V is the parent of U . Consider three other situations: (1)The projection correspondence of U and V in preference Database is equal, no matter how the preference value of V , U is fixed, it is impossible to infer that V is the parent of U ; (2) When the projections of U and V in the preference database are inconsistent, that is oi
. Under these conditions, the values of both attributes are different. It is impossible to determine whether there is a conditional preference relationship. U is not the parent of V , V is not the parent of U ; (3)When the projections of U and V in the preference database are inconsistent, except in the case of formula (4) 
, that is, under these conditions, whatever the value U takes, the V attribute is comparable. For instance, u : v v or u :v v, then V is the parent of U .
Corollary 1: Let U and V are two attributes in the preference database. If existsU ⊆ P, V ∈ P − U ,
Then U and V have a conditional preference relationship, that is to say, U is conditional preference to V , V is the parent of U . or V is conditional preference to U , U is the parent of V .
All the conditional preference relations can be obtained by the above theorem, but there will be a ring. For example, there are both [V ] in the preference database. This is, formula (2) and formula (3) are set up at the same time. According to the judgment theorem, U is the parent of V and V is also the parent of U . As shown in FIGURE 4, a circle of CP-net is formed. This will have a negative impact on both CP-nets consistency and dominant queries. Therefore, we propose counting rules to determine conditional preference rules. 
Theorem 2: If exists
Then, V is the parent of U . Among which, E(u,ū) = |Ou,ū|, Ou,ū is described as the subset of pairs (oi, oj), Given the special circumstances, the following equation satisfies:
According to the proof of Theorem 2 above, U is the parent of V or V is the parent of U . In order to obtain the acyclic structure, we take one of the conclusions arbitrarily, that is:
Then U is condition preference to V , that is, V is the parent of U . According to the above theorems and inferences, we propose an algorithm 1 to obtain the parent set Pa (U ) of attribute U . 
Example 5:
As is shown in FIGURE 5, the structural relation is determined by the algorithm 1. It includes three attributes variables T , A and I , which stand for temperature, age and ice cream respectively. In this example, t denotes hot andt denotes cold, a denotes child andā denotes old, and i denotes yes andī denotes no. Consider that they then give us the following no swap counterexample ((t,ā), (t, a) ) A . The Algorithm finds the result age parents not found. In the same way, ((ā, t), (a,t)) T , ((i, a), (i, a) 
We need to figure out the result of Ex|(y1, y2), since
In this paper, we propose an algorithm for learning CP-nets. In addition, we also propose an incremental version of learning algorithm, our purpose is to compare the performance of these two algorithms over synthetic and real data, and evaluate whether we could achieve better results with the incremental version.
Given this, our algorithm builds a CP-net structure from Preference Data Streams using the Algorithm 2.
To save processing time and memory, we do not store the elements of the preference data stream, but we only collect sufficient statistics from it. The sufficient statistics are incrementally updated in an online manner for every new element, and the training process is carried out by extracting a preference model from these sufficient statistics.
Theorem 3 (Complexity): The computational complexity of Algorithm 2 is O(n 2 · m · l). Proof: We analysis the computational complexity of algorithms as below. , where l is the number of data streams. Therefore, the total complexity for building the model in our algorithm is O(n 2 · m · l). Although our algorithm has the same complexity with the traditional algorithms, we adopt the incremental algorithm instead. So the value of n here is much smaller than the accumulated n. Therefore, the computation time is reduced significantly.
VI. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSIONS
A. SYNTHETIC DATA
In order to consider the ability of the algorithm to deal with large amounts of data, we conducted a series of experimental tests on randomly generated synthetic data. The experimental test is divided into two cases, respectively, the different number of pairwise comparisons is entered in the case of same attribute numbers and the same number of pairwise comparisons is entered in the case of different attribute numbers.
In the above figure, the horizontal axis represents the number of pairwise comparisons, while the vertical axis represents the time. FIGURE 6(a) shows the time comparison between incremental learning and normal learning in the case of 18 attributes, 200 pairs of preference data. FIGURE 6(b) shows the time comparison between incremental learning and normal learning in the case of 18 attributes, 4500 pairs of preference data, and FIGURE 6(c) shows the time comparison between incremental learning and normal learning in the case of 30 attributes, 4500 pairs of preference data. We compare incremental learning with normal learning on these synthetic data. As shown in FIGURE 6, Incremental learning is better than normal learning.
B. REAL-WORLD DATASETS
For estimating our algorithm on the real-world datasets, we consider randomly selecting three user's preference data from the movielens datasets to conduct experiments. These three users are U 1 , U 2 and U 3 , respectively. In the following figures, x, y, z, . . . denotes one attribute of movie genre respectively. FIGURE 7 shows the structural changes of user U 1 when entering one hundred pairs of preference data. This means that when new data is added, old data of the same size will be deleted. Among them, FIGURE 7(a) shows the CP-net of the first hundred pairs preference data of U 1 . FIGURE 7(b) shows the CP-net of the second hundred pairs preference data of U 1 . FIGURE 7(c) shows the CP-net of the third hundred pairs preference data of U 1 .
The following FIGURE 8 is similar to the FIGURE 7, but has gradually increased with 20 sizes each time from 100 to 200 pairs of U 1 . Among them, FIGURE 8(a) shows the CP-net of the 100 pairs preference data of U 1 . FIGURE 8(b) shows the CP-net of the 120 pairs preference data of U 1 . FIGURE 8(c) shows the CP-net of the 140 pairs preference data of U 1 . FIGURE 8(d) shows the CP-net of the 160 pairs preference data of U 1 . FIGURE 8(e) shows the CP-net of the 180 pairs preference data of U 1 . FIGURE 8(f) shows the CP-net of the 200 pairs preference data of U 1 . It can be seen that the edge of the structure is gradually increased.
We also show the time comparison between Incremental Learning and Normal Learning when input data for each increase of 20 pairs of user U 1 , U 2 and U 3 in FIGURE 9, which shows different running time from 100 pairs preference data to 200 ones of user U 1 in (a), U 2 in (b), U 3 in (c) respectively. From FIGURE 9, the running time stays low even the emerging preference data.
Finally, we compared our work with that of the following three researchers' studies. Among them, the method proposed by Dimopoulos et al. [22] cannot deal with noise data. In other words, if the wrong experimental data are obtained in the course of observation, it is shown that the method will lose the experimental effect or get the wrong experimental result, and the CP-nets structure cannot be learned and applied correctly. Liu et al considered the random error or observation error of user behavior. A specific algorithm is proposed for noisy data [24] and inconsistent data [5] . However, the CP-nets structure cannot be guaranteed to be acyclic, and the choice of vertex parents is rather one-sided.
In addition, the contributions of this article are the two main aspects as follows. One is that the specific CP-nets structure of 18 vertices is shown, the other is that the incremental algorithm is given to generate CP-nets, reducing the storage space and calculating time. As shown in the TABLE 8, the comparison between our computing method and other learning methods is given, which mentions whether it can deal with noise data and the inconsistent data, whether it has the characteristics of incremental algorithm, and this thesis also includes the number of candidate parent sets, the determination of the number of parents, the characteristics of CP-nets structure. 
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper focuses on designing an incremental approach to learning the CP-net from the preference data stream. An extensive series of experiments executed on synthetic and real data shows that our algorithm is very efficient, and we can always output an acyclic CP-net. When based on the same preference data, our algorithm can output the same CP-net as the method of learning the whole results at one time. Meanwhile, our algorithm saves considerable amount of running time.
Improving the performance of the learning method is the main further research. We would like to design a method to learn a CP-net from the solution for more complex situations, such as the coalition structure solution [37] . In other further research direction, we plan to research the learning methods for other CP-nets classes, including TCP-nets [38] and PCP-nets [39] , which deserve more expressive than CP-nets. At the same time, we consider combining CP-nets with fuzzy systems and fuzzy sets [40] , [41] to study the feasibility of fuzzy conditional preference networks.
